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The Missionary Conviction

The missionary impulse has its roots in the basic Christian commandment to love 

others as oneself, and the belief in the all-knowing God who will judge everyone on the 

last day. In addition, Christians claim to have received a mission to share both their faith 

and a specific form of salvation with all people.1 In different times and places, missionaries 

have dedicated themselves to this task. They have carried out a duty intrinsic to their faith; 

that every Christian ought to offer the possibility of salvation to non-believers. 2 However, 

the understanding of this duty and the form of offering has varied over time and both have 

been articulated differently in particular mission histories. 

From its beginnings, Christianity has based its mission practice on the claim that 

faith in Jesus is the heritage of all humanity irrespective of race, nation or culture. It even 

coined the word“catholicity”from Greek to describe the public and universal nature of 

this religion. The Apostles St. Peter and St. Paul brought the Gospel to the Gentiles and 

founded Christianity in the Roman Empire, through their personal witness, by accepting 

martyrdom in the first century. From the 4th century, the Catholic Church endeavoured, 

with some success, to evangelise the barbarians who, having conquered the Roman 

Empire, accepted Roman civilisation. Missionary practice of the day brought people to 

baptismal fonts hastily, sometimes en masse, in order to secure their personal salvation 

and the accumulation of merits. This practice was based on the theological thinking of 

St. Augustine of Hippo (354-430), who understood salvation to be a matter of utmost 

importance for individuals, who should start to earn their reward in heaven for good deeds 

done as soon as possible.

The Crusades — the Military Actions

However, the spread of Islam in the 10th century was so rapid and strong that 

missionary intentions were merged with military actions by crusaders who, from the 

11th to 14th centuries regarded war against the infidel as a religious undertaking, a work 

pleasing to God. The use of force was generally regarded by most theologians of the time 

to be a legitimate means of obtaining a peaceful reception of salvation. The conviction 

penetrated the conscience of the West that war for such a purpose might be just. 3 After 

the crusades, Pope Boniface VIII (papacy 1294-1303) added a further consideration to the 

Christian understanding of the missionary project. In the bull“Unam Sanctam”(1302) 

he declared that it was necessary that every human being should be subject to the Roman 

Pontiff in order to obtain salvation. The sharing of belief began to be linked with legal 

subordination.4 This declaration was supported by two ancient theological maxims, 

namely,“Extra Ecclesiam nulla salus”5 and“the duties of the Christian ruler are to 

defend Christendom”.6 According to this way of thinking, salvation is possible only 

through inclusion within the boundaries of the Church and secular powers were to be 

involved in the protection and the expansion of those boundaries. Therefore the principal 

operation of missionary work was to baptize individuals in order to get rid of Original 

Sin, thus assuring their salvation. The presumption was that“Once baptized, the new 

Christian became an object of ecclesiastical discipline; by means of the practice of 

penance and other rules, he or she would gradually conform to the Christian pattern.”7 

The Holy Infancy, (l’Oeuvre de la Sainte Enfance) which had a base in Hong Kong 

from 1848, aimed at baptizing dying infants, as a practical deduction from the ancient 

conviction that if a child died immediately after baptism, its entry into heaven was certain. 
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Thus the setting up of orphanages by missionaries was not only a charitable operation but 

was also missionary work.

The Padroado — the Political Compromise

With Europe cut off from Asia by the Muslims, Portugal’s Prince Henry the 

Navigator (1394-1460) launched exploratory voyages along the European coast of Africa 

and eventually Vasco da Gama (1460-1524) reached India. Papal grants in 1454 and 

1456 gave Henry all the lands and trading rights south of the Tropic of Cancer (latitudes 

approximately 23 degrees north of the terrestrial Equator) as well as power over the 

missionary bishops therein. Meanwhile, Spain sought another route to India through 

Columbus’westward voyages. In 1493 a papal grant gave Spain everything at a longitude 

of more than 47 degrees West, resolving the rival claims of the kings of Spain and 

Portugal.8 These sanctions included the right of patronage,9 by which the Pope recognized 

both the political and ecclesiastical dominion of these rulers over their colonies. In return, 

the Church obtained the promise from these political super-powers to Christianize the 

colonies.10 Gradually, it became clear to the Church that she had made a mistake11 because 

duties promised were either not carried out as expected or they were simply set aside 

when some inconvenience emerged. However, it was too late — missionary activities in 

lands outside Europe became part of colonial policy. Later the Peace of Augsburg (1555), 

the famous rule“cuius regio eius religio”12 which was promulgated to stop hostilities 

between Catholics and Protestants in Europe, further endorsed the overlapping jurisdiction 

of Church and State, which made personal belief also a political act. For example, Irish 

Catholics living under English Protestant rule presented an unsolved problem. And this 

Protestant-Catholic confrontation was later brought to“Pagan lands”also. During early 

phases of Portuguese, Spanish and later Dutch expansion, the missionaries worked in close 

co-operation with the colonising powers to bring Christianity to lands outside Europe. 

Evangelisation appeared to be an integral part of imperialism and military invasion. In 

these lands, all high-ranking clergy and the heads of educational and charitable operations 

were Europeans, thus imposing a European system and identity on the churches there. For 

the Catholic Church, a papal decree in 1555 even forbade indigenous people, mestizos, 

and mulattos 13 from being ordained priests, making new Christians completely dependent 

upon a European clergy. 

The Modern Era — the Church-State Dilemma

With the passing of time, the close links between Church and State in Europe were 

challenged and eventually eroded. This situation had a negative impact on missions 

outside Europe. However, the European expansion caused by the Industrial Revolution 

(1760-1840), which needed raw materials and markets, stimulated religious and 

missionary revival. 14 At first, missionaries were not welcomed in European colonies 

because of their strident criticisms of the overseas trading companies in America, Africa 

and Asia. However, by the 19th century, colonial powers began to see that the welfare of 

colonial inhabitants was necessary to provide the calm and stable environment needed for 

a continuous exploitation of local resources. Missionaries were regarded as ideal allies 

for catering to the welfare needs of local populations because of their familiarity with the 

native languages and customs. They were given the opportunity to become educators, 

medical workers and agricultural instructors in mission lands. 15 It was at this point that 
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the Catholic Mission in Hong Kong was set up at the beginning of the fourth attempt to 

bring Christianity to China. 

Earlier Missionary Attempts in China

West Asian and European missionaries had never ignored China. In fact, they had 

already made three attempts at missionary work there. Centuries earlier, routes both on 

land and by sea were explored by West Asians and Europeans to make contact with this 

mysterious country, while China upheld its closed-door policy based on the principle of 

self-sufficiency. The first attempt to bring Christian beliefs to China was by the Persian 

Nestorians during the Tang Dynasty (618-907). 

The Nestorian Church in Persia emerged from the Christological disputes of the 

fifth century, one of whose leading figures was Nestorius, a bishop of Constantinople. 

As a result of the condemnation of his opinions by the Council of Ephesus (431) and the 

suppression of his supporters by Imperial edict (489), Nestorianism disappeared within 

the Roman Empire. A vigorous remnant migrated to Persia, however, and successfully 

established a church base there. 

In 635, the Nestorian Bishop A-lo-pen from Persia reached China’s capital, 

Changan (modern Xian), founded Christian monasteries under the aegis of imperial 

hospitality and recruited some converts. By the end of the Tang Dynasty, however, the 

Nestorian community, after an existence of more than 200 years, had disappeared because 

of a general Chinese imperial prohibition of foreign religions in 845.

The Second Attempt — the Diplomatic Contacts

The second attempt to bring Christianity to China was via diplomacy in the mid-13th 

century. The Pope as a monarch sent an envoy (1245-1247), taking also the land routes 

to the North West of China, with a political mission to conciliate 16 the Mongols who 

had become a threat to Europe and Christianity after their invasion of Russia and Poland 

in 1240. Louis IX (1214-1270), King of France, 17 on hearing of the baptism of some 

Mongol Royals sent an envoy (1249-1251) with gifts to Khan Kuyuk and to his mother, 

congratulating them for embracing Christianity. The friendly gesture was evidently to 

support the papal initiative. However, the Khan died before the arrival of the envoy. 18 

Kublai Khan (1215-1294) sent an envoy to the Pope in 1269, requesting that 100 Christian 

scholars be sent to China. The response to the request came only after several decades, 

carried by Niccolò Polo, the father of Marco Polo. In 1294 Giovanni da Montecorvino 

(1247-1328), 19 a Franciscan, 20 arrived in Khanbaliq, the capital of the Yuan Dynasty 

(1206-1368) with 32 other missionaries. He became the first Catholic bishop in China, 

administering the See of Khanbaliq, the present Beijing. 21 He and his successors had 

associated themselves closely with the Mongolian court, and in this way were successful 

in recruiting converts 22 and in establishing other Sees. However, when the Yuan Dynasty 

failed, the succeeding Ming Dynasty excluded foreigners. The contact between European 

missionaries and China gradually ceased, the Sees became vacant and redundant, leaving 

almost no trace of this early Franciscan presence. More than five centuries later at the start 

of the fourth Christian attempt, it was another Franciscan, Miguel Navarro (1809-1877), 23 

who became the first resident missionary on the island of Hong Kong when he climbed 

the barren rocks and looked for a suitable site to set up a mission station there. It is a faint 
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and remote link between the second and fourth Christian attempts in China. 

The Third Attempt — Contacts on Cultural Matters

The third attempt to introduce Christianity in China occurred more than two 

centuries after Montecorvino. This time, it was the Jesuit missionary Francis Xavier 

(1506-1552), who reached Goa in India in 1542, looking for any and all means to reach 

China, and began to make preparations for missionary work. 24 He established Christian 

communities in India, built a college in Goa for training priests and began a flourishing 

mission in Japan. However, he died at the age of 46 on Shangchuan, a Chinese island 

50 kilometres from Taishan, Guangdong, just opposite the Chinese mainland. 25 Matteo 

Ricci (1552-1610) 26 an Italian Jesuit missionary succeeded him, arriving in Macao in 

1582. Ricci eventually reached the capital, Beijing, the ancient Khanbaliq, achieved some 

initial success and brought various groups of Jesuits there. In 1585 Pope Gregory XIII 

(papacy 1572-1585) entrusted the China mission to the Jesuits, hoping to revive the long 

vacant Sees founded by the Franciscans. Among the most outstanding missionaries were 

Michele Ruggieri (1543-1607), 27 Giulio Aleni (1582-1649) 28 and Johann Adam Schall 

von Bell (1591-1666). 29 They came to Macao and then to China by the sea-route from 

Lisbon via Goa, the capital of the whole Portuguese empire in Asia, in accordance with 

the requirements of the Portuguese Padroado. The Chinese Emperor proclaimed an edict 

of toleration in 1692 giving hope of a potential opening for more missionary activities. 

Other religious orders such as the Dominicans, 30 Augustinians 31 and Franciscans joined 

the Jesuits too. Pope Clement VIII (papacy, 1592-1605) ordered all of them to follow the 

Portuguese demand that they pass through Lisbon and disembark at Goa whenever they 

made their trips to China. However, after some time, the Portuguese authority began to 

abuse the obligatory passage, imposing a kind of censorship and using it as an occasion 

for procuring bribes. As a result, Pope Paul V (1605-1621) lifted the prescription despite 

protests from the Portuguese authorities. In retaliation Portugal tried every means possible 

to enforce the old practice by creating difficulties for those missionaries who arrived by 

other routes, even to the extent of refusing to recognize papal credentials as in the case of 

de Charles-Thomas Maillard De Tournon (1668-1710), which will be discussed later in 

this chapter. This antagonism between the Holy See and the Portuguese Court persisted 

for a couple of centuries in Europe and eventually led to the expulsion from Macao in 

1842 of all missionaries sent by the Holy See.

The Chinese Rites Controversy

The missionary efforts of the Jesuits and other orders during the third attempt were 

successful and there were many baptisms (over 110,000 up to 1664). 32 There were cases 

of conversion among literati such as Xu Guangqi (1562-1633), 33 Li Zhizao (1565-1630) 34 

and Yang Tingyun (1562-1627). 35 Then came the controversy. The belief of Ricci and his 

company that the Chinese way of honouring ancestors and Confucius was a social rite 

that could be accommodated within the church’s teaching brought strong opposition from 

Dominicans and Franciscans who believed they could demonstrate from their experience 

with less educated Chinese that those rites were superstitious. The successor of Ricci, 

Nicolas Longobardi (1559-1654), 36 was in opposition to Ricci’s position, maintaining that 

no concession should be made to Confucianism. 37 The argument between them developed 

into various forms of rivalry both in China and in Rome resulting in the so-called Chinese 


